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High Voltage Hybrid Generator and Conversion System for Wind Turbine Applications

Omid Beik, Member, IEEE, Nigel Schofield Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents the design of a high voltage hybrid generator (HG) and conversion system for wind turbine applications. The HG combines wound field (WF) and permanent magnet (PM) rotor excitations. At any given speed, the PM induces a fixed stator voltage while the WF induces a variable controlled stator voltage. The HG alternating output is rectified via a passive rectification stage, hence the machine net DC output voltage is controlled over a prescribed, but limited range. The split ratio between PM and WF rotor sections is considered as varying from a fully WF rotor, or traditional synchronous generator (SG), to some ratio of PM to WF excitation. The turbine operational characteristics and maximum wind velocity variations between turbines in a wind farm are used to define the WF to PM split ratio. Both a 3-phase and a 9-phase stator winding design are investigated. The 9-phase winding results in 4.2% higher output RMS voltage that yields a more power dense solution. It further yields lower rectified DC-link voltage ripple. The HG mass, loss audits and efficiency discussions are presented. In order to investigate the feasibility of the HG concept a small scale laboratory prototype is designed and operational test results presented that show good agreement with the simulation model results.

Index Terms—Hybrid generator, HVDC, wind energy conversion, wind turbine.

I. INTRODUCTION

DIFFERENT turbine-generator topologies, both direct drive and geared, have been proposed in literature and developed by manufacturers. Doubly-fed induction generators (DFIG) with three-phase stator and wound rotor windings connected to the grid using two back-to-back voltage source converters (VSCs) are discussed in [1]-[2]. A typical DFIG speed range is around ±30% of its synchronous speed and since only a portion of the generated active power flows through the rotor, the VSCs power ratings are around 30% of the generator rating [3]. For a wider speed range, turbine-driven induction generators (IG), permanent magnet (PM) generators and wound field synchronous generators (SG) are connected to the grid via two full-rated VSCs in a back-to-back configuration. The two VSCs decouple the generator from the fixed frequency and voltage constraints of the AC power grid, thus allowing variable speed operation of the wind turbine. The generator-side VSC controls the machine speed via vector control to extract maximum wind power while the grid-side VSC performs active and reactive power control and maintains a near fixed intermediate DC-link voltage.

The IG is a mature technology, relatively inexpensive, robust and requires low maintenance [4]. A comparison in terms of hardware components, operation and energy output between DFIG and IG is presented in [5]. PM machines have higher flux-densities and lower losses compared to IGs and DFIG and are thus usually more power-dense. Further, being brushless, they do not need external rotor supply via slip-rings unlike DFIGs [4]. Hybrid excitation generator topologies have previously been proposed for wind turbine applications [6]-[7]. The hybrid excitation PM generator proposed by [6] has a DC wound field winding in the stator to regulate the machine output voltage while the hybrid topology proposed in [7] has two stators and an outer rotor with 24 salient poles which have no windings. The outer stator has a 3-phase winding while the inner stator uses both PM and DC wound field windings. The hybrid machine configurations in [6]-[7] are magnetically complex, low voltage (max. 220 V) and low power (up to 2 kW), and are hence of little merit in comparison to the machine design discussed in this paper. A comparison between large scale geared and direct-drive generators for wind turbine applications is presented in [8]-[10]. The comparison in [10] is based on the machine mass, energy yield, losses and cost, but neglecting the gearbox impact on these assessment criteria. An overview of wind turbine systems in terms of generator technology, power electronic interface and control strategies is provided in [11] with discussions on system issues including harmonics and faults. However, comparisons in [8]-[11] do not include a total wind generation scheme; hence they are not comprehensive and cannot be generalized. Most turbine generator systems are rated to an upper voltage limit of 1000 VAC. Although there are a few development and experimental systems using higher voltage generators, such as a geared SG operating at 13.8 kV [12] and geared PMG rated at 3.3 kV [13]. This paper proposes a high voltage hybrid generator (HG) design for
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wind turbine applications. The HG combines wound field (WF) and permanent magnet (PM) excitations on a single machine rotor. This paper also presents detailed discussions on choice of split ratio between PM and WF rotors. A 9-phase stator winding is considered for the HG, a choice that results in improved machine power density above 3-phase implementations. Moreover, the multiphase design improves the machine rectified output power quality, thus reducing the mass and volume of passive smoothing capacitors. Note that DC-link stabilization and fault ride through are out of the scope of this paper and hence not considered here.

II. HYBRID GENERATOR (HG) CONCEPT AND TURBINE OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

In general, PM machines have a fixed rotor field excitation that induces a fixed voltage in the stator winding at a fixed speed. Therefore, in order to control the machine a full-rated power electronic converter is required. However, if the converter is eliminated an alternative solution is required to regulate machine output voltage or current, and hence power. The HG proposed in this paper is an AC machine having a 9-phase, high voltage (6.87 kV RMS phase at 600 RPM) stator winding and utilizing two rotor sections, namely a PM rotor and a WF rotor. The name hybrid generator refers to the combination of these two rotors excitations. A schematic view of the HG is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The PM and WF rotor sections exist on one rotor assembly inside one machine housing. Therefore, the HG combines the output voltage due to a fixed field from the PM rotor and a controlled variable voltage due to the variable field of the WF rotor. The total machine output voltage is the sum of the voltages due to the PM and WF sections. The range of the total voltage variation depends on the range of the WF excitation to that of the PM field excitation, referred to here as the field excitation split ratio for the HG. DC current for the WF rotor excitation is provided via a brushless exciter system common to industrial synchronous machine systems. The brushless exciter has an AC rotor winding that may use a 3-phase or multiphase configuration. Output of the brushless exciter rotor is then connected to a rotating rectifier that in turn provides the DC supply to the HG WF. A multiphase design for the brushless exciter gives good DC output quality (lower voltage ripple) and higher output voltage when compared to those of a conventional 3-phase exciter. The HG configuration with a passive rectifier for a wind turbine application is shown schematically in Fig. 1(b). The brushless exciter has a DC stator winding that is fed via controlled rectified output of the HG. The HG has been proposed for an off-shore wind generation scheme with high voltage DC transmission and interconnection system, as discussed by the authors in [14]. The study in [14] was a conceptual feasibility study to assess the relative merits of an HVDC HG system against existing industrial practice. In this paper, two European wind farms are chosen as application references for the HG since the machine output specification closely fits the voltage levels within the farms. Further, the machine design developed in this paper utilizes standard machine insulation systems and design procedures, and thus illustrates a solution that could immediately compete in current wind farms. The reference wind farms chosen are the Trianel (TR) and Borkum Riffgrund (BR) wind farms connected to the DolWin 1 HVDC off-shore converter station in the southern part of the German Bight [15], Fig. 2(a). There are 78 Siemens geared IG rated at 4 MW, 690 V in the BR wind farm while the TR wind farm has 80 AREVA PM generators rated at 5 MW, 3.3 kV. In both the TR and BR farms each generator output is electrically connected via two back-to-back VSCs and a tower mounted step-up transformer to 33 kVAC. The outputs from multiple turbines, 78 and 80 respectively, are combined and stepped-up to 155 kV for transmission over a distance of 7.5 km to the DolWin 1 off-shore converter station where it is brought to the desired HVDC level of ±320 kV via two parallel 590 MVA transformers and rectification equipment before transmission to shore via HVDC cables, Fig. 2(a).

![Fig. 1. Hybrid generator (HG) concept. (a) Schematic. (b) Wind turbine application.](image-url)
system which results in equitable interconnection cable mass given the same copper loss, current density and hence similar thermal performance for the AC and DC interconnection cable systems. The proposed HG rated output power is 5 MW at a nominal speed of 600 RPM. Designs are presented for 3-phase as well as 9-phase stator windings with a rated phase voltage of 6.87 kV. Note, phase voltage is quoted here for the HG since there are four different line-to-line voltages specified for a 9-phase system. The 3-phase stator winding is double layer while the 9-phase is four-layer comprising of two independent, double layer, 9-phase, star connected windings, the outputs of which are connected to a passive full-bridge rectifier. The two rectifier outputs are series connected to produce a combined maximum 38.1 kV DC-link voltage.

The output power of the wind turbine varies with wind velocity however turbines are generally designed and controlled to deliver a rated power over a range of wind velocity variations. Fig. 3(a) shows the published output power and power coefficient of the AREVA Wind M5000 with respect to wind velocity variation [13]. Using the turbine operational data and power coefficient, the power-speed and torque-speed characteristics are calculated and presented in Fig. 3(b) assuming the wind turbine operates on a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) curve. As wind velocity varies from cut-in (4 m/s) to rated velocity (12.5 m/s) the generator rotor speed, power and torque increase. However, above rated wind velocity and below cut-out velocity the turbine is controlled to operate at and around a base rotor speed while delivering a rated power as shown in Fig. 3(b). It might be practically infeasible to control the turbine to operate at exactly the generator rated rotor speed and a limited speed variation is allowed (e.g. 10% around the rated speed).

The induction and PM generators in the reference system, Fig. 2(a), operate at variable speed and hence voltage, however the remaining electrical system is required to be operated at an essentially constant (nominal) voltage at all times and for all wind speed conditions. This is to ensure operation of the back-to-back VSC’s and ancillary components. However, for the proposed HV scheme two control methods could be considered for the HG output DC-link voltage, (i) fixed voltage and (ii) variable (but controlled) voltage. In the fixed voltage approach the rectified output voltage of the HG in Fig. 2(b) ($V_{dc1}$) is maintained around its nominal DC value at all wind speed conditions i.e. from cut-in to cut-out velocities. This is implemented by controlling the WF current. In this case the voltage transfer ratio of the DC/DC converters at the off-shore substation in Fig. 2(b) is fixed. There will be small differences in voltage transfer ratios amongst the DC/DC converters to maintain power flow and avoid rectifier turn-off due to small variations in the individual turbine voltages or turbine local wind velocity. Such a control philosophy would necessitate a high wound field variation that would result in an excessive overdesign of the HG.

In the second control scheme the rectified output voltage of the HG system ($V_{dc1}$) varies with wind velocity below the rated velocity. Above the rated velocity the WF is controlled to maintain the DC-link at nominal maximum. As before, there will be small perturbations in voltage for each generator around the system nominal operating value due to turbine and localized wind transients. Therefore, the voltage of the interconnection cables between the wind turbines and the offshore substation ($V_{dc2}$) are allowed to vary with wind speed, but controlled between the connecting turbines via their respective HG wound field to ensure power flow. The offshore DC/DC converter output voltage ($V_{dc2}$) is controlled to be fixed to ensure operation of the inverter stage and the connecting systems to shore. Consequently, the offshore DC/DC converters have a variable voltage transfer ratio achieved by choice of the DC/DC isolation transformer turns ratio and/or by a 2- or multi-stage DC/DC converter topology.

For this study, the variable voltage control scenario with variable voltage transfer ratio DC/DC converter at the offshore substation is chosen since this configuration results in a lower WF current requirement and hence machine mass for the HG and ensures that the off-shore to on-shore cables operate at full voltage, thus minimizing Ohmic loss.
III. HG DESIGN CONSIDERATION

A. HG Structure

As discussed, the HG rotor is comprised of WF and PM rotor sections. Fig. 4 shows cross-sectional views of the HG stator and rotors. The HG shares a common stator between WF and PM rotors. The WF rotor has 10 salient poles whose “shoe” length varies from one to another [20-22]. Therefore, the WF section does not have a constant air-gap over the pole-face, referred to here as ‘adjusted’ air-gap a feature that reduces cogging torque compared to a constant air-gap machine. The PM material used is Sintered Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB), a rare-earth magnet material that has been used in wind applications due to its high energy density [17]-[18]. The PM rotor poles are full-pitched and mounted on the rotor surface, i.e. a cylindrical rotor as opposed to the salient WF rotor. Due to the circumferentially long magnet length (670 mm), each magnet is split into 6 equal sections with each section magnetized separately on a fixed axis relative to the magnet piece center-line. This will prevent the magnet being magnetized unevenly which would result in lower flux-density in some locations in the magnets.

Table I summarizes main HG dimensions.

The HG stator has 135 slots giving 4.5 and 1.5 slots per pole per phase for 3- and 9-phase windings respectively, hence facilitating a short-pitched, fractional-slot distributed winding with a 12 slots coil span. For the same ampere-turn and total copper loss the number of turns in the 9-phase winding is one third of the 3-phase winding is 3 times that of the 3-phase [16], [19]. Therefore, for the same output power the 9-phase phase current is one third of the 3-phase phase current and keeping the same total copper area the turn cross-sectional area in the 9-phase winding is one third that of the turn cross-sectional area in the 3-phase winding. The cross-section of a stator slot including cross-section of coils is shown in Fig. 5. The coils in the slot are separated using insulating material to withstand a maximum line-to-line voltage. The HG WF DC rotor winding consists of 10 coils of 51 turns, each coil wound around one salient pole.

B. WF and PM Split Ratio

In a wind farm the wind turbines experience varying wind velocity with time. This is due to uneven distribution of the wind mass, uncertainty of the wind direction and also the location of the wind turbines. Therefore, in a large farm the output voltage and power of the wind turbine generators will vary slightly from one to another [20-22].

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator outer diameter (mm)</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator inner diameter (mm)</td>
<td>2150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stator slots</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator tooth tip width (mm)</td>
<td>31.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator slot width (mm)</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator slot length from air-gap (mm)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator slot length for winding (mm)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge length (mm)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator back-iron thickness (mm)</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator slot area available for winding (mm²)</td>
<td>1609.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft diameter (mm)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing diameter (mm)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing length (mm)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF section minimum air-gap length (mm)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF section maximum air-gap length (mm)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF maximum rotor diameter of body (mm)</td>
<td>2136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor pole body height (mm)</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor pole body width (mm)</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor pole shoe minimum height (mm)</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM thickness (mm)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Stator slot cross-section. (a) 3-phase winding. (b) 9-phase winding.
For systems typical of the Trianel and Borkum Riffgrund wind farms, Fig. 2(a), the two back-to-back VSCs decouple the generator variable output voltage and frequency from the fixed voltage and frequency of the grid. However, in the proposed HG system there are no VSCs, instead the HG is connected to a passive rectifier, Fig. 1, that has no control functionality. Therefore, the WF of the HG must provide the generator output voltage control. Since the rectified outputs from all the HG’s in the wind farm are electrically connected in parallel, any voltage disparity between generators will cause the rectification stage to turn off. Therefore, the WF must be designed to cater for the largest wind velocity variation between the wind turbines in the wind farm. A maximum of 18% wind velocity variation between individual wind farm turbines at any given time is reported in the literature [20-22]. Hence, in this paper, a maximum wind velocity variation of 25% is considered for the HG design to provide some design margin. The split between PM and WF rotor sections can be considered as varying from a fully WF rotor (or traditional SG rotor), to some ratio of PM to WF excitation, herein referred to as the rotor slit ratio. To satisfy the 25% wind velocity variation a HG with a PM/WF split ratio of 3:1 (i.e. 0.75/0.25) is considered and compared with a 1.0 p.u. (100%) WF design, or SG. Fig. 6 presents the total terminal voltage of a SG and HG versus rotor speed while the wind turbine is operating from cut-in to cut-out wind velocity. The machine terminal voltage is considered to be proportional to the rotor speed since the rotor WF current is fixed. There are some speed perturbations around the rotor base speed which explains the voltage perturbations around 1.0 per-unit base speed. The speed variation around rated speed is about 10%, arising from the result of practical implementation of the rotor blade pitch angle control [23]. At each rotor speed the voltage due to the PM rotor is constant while the voltage due to the WF rotor is controlled by the WF current. Using the WF back-EMF coefficient (Vs/rad) obtained from finite element analysis (FEA), the required axial length for a fully WF generator (SG) with 1.0 p.u. terminal voltage is calculated and referred to here as 1.0 p.u. axial length. Similarly, using the PM and WF back-EMF coefficients, for a HG with 1.0 p.u. terminal voltage the axial length is calculated as 0.81 p.u. comprising of 0.56 p.u. PM axial length and 0.25 p.u. WF axial length, all relative to the 1.0 p.u. SG. The field current in the SG is maintained at 1.0 p.u. while the HG WF current is scaled based on the ratio of the HG WF axial length to that of the SG. Maintaining a fixed field current throughout the wind velocity variations results in an efficient and cost effective use of the copper and wound field material. Fig. 7 illustrates the HG output voltage and torque angle characteristics at full-load with full WF current. The machine terminal voltage is derived from the per-phase flux-linkage obtained via FEA. By maintaining a rated stator current distribution and rotating the rotor, the machine static electromagnetic torque versus rotor angle is calculated via FEA and plotted in Fig. 7(b). The ratio of 9- to 3-phase RMS voltages is 1.0417, yielding an increased voltage for the 9-phase case due to an improved winding factor. Therefore, compared to the 3-phase stator winding, the 9-phase winding results in 4.2% higher output voltage at the machine terminals, resulting in a 4.2% increase in output power/torque and hence a more power dense machine. Note that the angular difference (phase shift) between the two windings is simply due to a shift in the coil center reference. Further, since the machine is connected to a passive rectifier in the proposed wind generation scheme, Fig. 1(b), it is no longer necessary to have a sinusoidal output voltage; indeed a move towards a more trapezoidal waveform yields a reduced DC-link voltage ripple.

The cogging torque for constant and adjusted air-gap rotor topologies is plotted in Fig. 7(c). The HG peak cogging torques calculated at no-load for the constant and adjusted air-gap rotor topologies are 1.86 kNm and 0.08 kNm respectively. Therefore, the adjusted air-gap results in a 95.7% reduction in cogging torque. The machine torque versus rotor angle at full-load stator phase current (peak 170.67 A) and full-field field current (486.23 A) is presented in Fig. 7(b). The HG total torque consists of torque produced by WF and PM sections.

Fig. 6. Fully wound field rotor (SG) and HG voltage and current.

Fig. 7. Comparison of 3- and 9-phase HG. (a) Back-EMF. (b) Air-gap torque. (c) Coggng torque.
The surface PM section is magnetically a cylindrical rotor contributing only to the excitation torque. The WF has a salient rotor with two torque components, an excitation torque and a salient torque. However, the results are not as would be expected from contemporary machines theory. This feature was investigated further by varying the stator current amplitude, and then the rotor field current amplitude. There is near linear variation of peak torque with respect to stator load current. However, as the rotor field current decreases the machine magnetics move from saturation and the salient torque becomes more apparent in the machine total torque versus angle characteristics. Thus, at full rotor field current, saturation in the WF rotor (and to some extent the stator) results in a lower saliency ratio and hence salient torque contribution leaving the excitation torque the dominant component. Note that although the PM and WF sections share the same stator they operate at different flux densities.

The air-gap flux-density for the WF section is 0.998T at full-field excitation while it is 0.85T for the PM section to avoid stator saturation. Some parts of the stator back-iron, tooth and rotor laminations for the WF section operate at flux densities close to 2T and are hence saturated facilitating reduced inductance and hence better power capability. The HG inductance consist of two components, (i) inductance due to WF section that changes with rotor angle due to rotor saliency, and (ii) PM section inductance that is constant. Fig. 8(a) shows nine coils each representing one phase where the displacement between adjacent coils is 40 electrical degrees. Equation (1) is adopted to model the self- and mutual-inductances for the 9-phase winding:

\[ L_i = L_{0}^{PM} + L_{y}^{WF} + L_{r}^{WF} \cos(2\beta_i + \beta), \quad i = 1, \ldots, 9 \]

\[ M_{ij} = (L_{0}^{PM} + L_{r}^{WF}) \cos(\beta) + L_{y}^{WF} \cos(2\beta_i - \beta), \quad i = 2, \ldots, 9 \]

\[ \beta = (2i - 2) \frac{\pi}{9} \]

where, \( i \) is phase number, \( L_i \) is phase self-inductance, \( M_{ij} \) is the mutual inductance between phase 1 and phase \( i \), \( L_{0}^{PM} \) is the PM section self-inductance, \( L_{y}^{WF} \) is WF section average phase inductance and \( L_{r}^{WF} \) is WF section phase inductance amplitude variations above average.

Machine inductance is modified to account for the saturation effects discussed above via a saturation factor that is calculated using the machine open circuit characteristics [24]. Referring to Fig. 8(b) the saturation factor is defined as:

\[ k_s = \frac{I_{f}'}{I_{f}} = \frac{E_s}{E} \]

where, \( I_{f} \) is field current at rated stator load current, \( I_{f}' \) is field current that produces rated back-EMF on the linear air-gap characteristic, \( E \) is back-EMF produced by rated rotor field current on the air-gap linear characteristic and \( E_s \) is rated back-EMF. The saturated inductance is obtained by dividing the unsaturated inductance by the saturation factor. Table II summarizes the HG main specifications.

C. HG Loss Audit

The losses in the HG are split into stator and rotor copper loss, stator iron loss and mechanical losses such as windage and friction. The iron losses are predicted via polynomial regression which is used to fit the curve of actual iron loss data of the machine laminations at different frequencies. The iron losses for 3 sections namely stator tooth tip, stator tooth...
body and stator back-iron are calculated separately since they operate at different flux-densities and they are summed to obtain the HG total loss. Table III shows the HG volume, mass and loss audit. The stator and rotor copper losses contribute to 50.8% and 10.2% of the total loss, the windage and friction contribute to 30.3% and the iron loss is 8.7% of the total machine losses. The HG efficiency at 5 MW output is 95.23%.

D. HG Connected to a Passive Rectifier

A MATLAB/Simulink model is developed to simulate and compare the performance of 3- and 9-phase HGs. The MATLAB machine model incorporates FEA results for the machine back-EMF due to the PM and WF rotor sections and flux-linkage and currents (for the inductance calculations) into look-up tables. The machine model is connected to an uncontrolled 3- or 9-phase full-bridge rectifier with a battery load modeled as a fixed impedance and ideal voltage source. Control of the machine output is performed via adjusting the wound field current. The no-load rectified DC-link voltages for the 3- and 9-phase designs are shown in Fig. 9(a). The simulated average DC-link voltage is consistent with the analytical value i.e. 27.32 kV, giving confidence in the model accuracy. Table IV compares simulated 3- and 9-phase systems. The 9-phase design results in 4.2% higher RMS voltage and 20% higher DC-link rectified voltage and is, therefore, a justified option for the machine. Compared to the 3-phase design, the DC-link current in the 9-phase system is increased by 6% due to the contribution of higher phase voltage, including the improved winding factor, while the phase RMS current is reduced by 61%. The DC-link voltage ripple frequency in the 9-phase system is 3 times higher than the 3-phase system, which combined with the reduced magnitude, reduces the DC-link filter capacitance requirements.

IV. PROTOTYPE HG AND EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILITY

The scope of this paper does not permit the build and test of a full power (5 MW) HG comparable with one suitable for the off-shore wind generation system in Fig. 2. However, to investigate the feasibility of the proposed HG concept a low power (3 kW) and low voltage (maximum peak phase voltage of 88.5 V at a rated speed of 3000 RPM) prototype HG is designed and test validated in the laboratory.

The prototype HG is analyzed and results compared against the test data to validate the analysis models and procedures. Having established the validity of the design procedure, these tools are then used to design the full power HG. The objectives are to develop a simulation model for the HG, use the model to investigate the machine operational characteristics when acting as a generator into a variable DC-link supply, validate the model experimentally and then propose the operational philosophy with-regard-to field control and DC-link interaction. The prototype HG is designed with a 25% WF to 75% PM split-ratio and as a 9-phase generator with 32 poles. The stator lamination has 36 slots with concentric coils. The PM rotor has 32 sintered NdFeB magnets and the WF rotor uses 32-slot laminations each wound with simple concentrated coils to form a 32-pole configuration as per the PM rotor section. Note that the PM and WF rotor share the same stator. For the prototype HG, the DC current for the WF is supplied via slip-rings and brushes. However, a brushless exciter utilizing the same stator and
The first test on the prototype machine is performed by measuring the open circuit back-EMF at nominal speed of 3000 rpm as shown in Fig. 11(a). The measured and predicted waveforms show a good correlation. In addition, the measured rectified open-circuit DC-link voltage at different speeds is plotted in Fig. 11(b). Results of a thermal test applied on the HG prototype machine to investigate the temperature rise in the stator tooth are presented in Fig. 11(c) for two different speeds. Compared to 1500 rpm a higher temperature rise is seen at 3000 rpm due to higher core losses. Fig. 11(d) shows the HG prototype simulation results for different delivered electrical power between 0.5 and 3 kW at 3000 RPM and for varying DC-link voltage. For each delivered power the WF current is chosen to match the HG rectified voltage to that of the test DC-link voltage. The characteristic is a set of V-curves, although these V-curves are not to be confused with classical V-curves for conventional wound rotor synchronous machines. Fig. 11(e) presents measured results at a nominal speed of 3000 RPM when delivering a fixed power of 2 kW and 3 kW to the DC-link. Compared to the 2 kW results, the curves for the 3 kW delivered power in Fig. 11(e) are shifted upwards due to higher WF current requirements. As seen from Fig. 11(e) the HG was tested to confirm the generator operational characteristics within a laboratory environment for a large range of DC-link voltage variation (40-140V). However, in practice, this variation exceeds the wind turbine application requirements (i.e. ±25% voltage variations), but is tested here to illustrate the generator characteristic outside the required envelope. As discussed earlier for the wind farm application, the maximum DC-link voltage variation among the turbines at each speed due to the WF is only 25% which results in a practical limit to the WF current (0-2A) and DC-link voltage variations (90 to 110V), as illustrated in Fig. 11(f). Therefore, as the wind velocity and hence HG rotor speed varies, the resulting DC-link voltage variation can be modified by variation of the WF rotor current to maintain output voltage and generation.

To investigate the WF saturation limit, the prototype HG was tested for an extended range of WF excitation current at the rated speed (≈ 3000 rpm), as illustrated in Fig. 11(f). The results show that the voltage induced by the WF rotor and hence the total back-EMF saturation starts when the excitation current is between 2.75 and 3 A. The perturbation in the stator voltage due to the PM rotor seen from Fig. 11(f) is due to the small speed variations around 3000 rpm from the prime mover. Fig. 12 compares simulations and test results of phase back-EMF, voltage and current, DC-link voltage and current of the HG prototype when delivering 2 kW at a speed of 3000 RPM to the DC-link with a battery voltage of 136.4 V. The results show the good agreement between simulated and measured data hence confidence in model accuracy and the design. As shown in Fig. 12 there are intervals where the phase current is zero due to the line-to-line machine back-EMF falling below the battery voltage and turn-off of the corresponding diodes. Therefore, in the zero current intervals the drop voltage across the machine impedance is zero and the phase voltage follows the back-EMF. Note that for the 5MW HG design simulations, the phase current in Fig. 9 does not

**TABLE V**

**HG Prototype and Brushless Exciter Specification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM rotor axial length (mm)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF rotor axial length (mm)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brushless exciter axial length (mm)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns per stator coil for the HG</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns per stator coil for the brushless exciter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns per rotor coil for the WF</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns per rotor coil for the brushless exciter</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HG and exciter stator slots</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of WF and exciter rotor lamination slots</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HG stator phases</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of exciter rotor phases</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HG poles</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of brushless exciter poles</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fall to zero. Moreover, the difference in the perturbations in the peak phase voltage in the laboratory prototype, Fig. 12, and the 5MW design, Fig. 9, arises due to the difference in per-unit impedance between the two machines. The EMF to impedance ratio for the 5MW machine is around 9 times that of the laboratory prototype machine.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a high voltage hybrid generator (HG) conversion system for wind turbine applications. The proposed HG has two rotor sections, a wound field (WF) and a permanent magnet (PM) rotor. The two rotors share a 9-phase stator. Compared to a 3-phase design, the 9-phase HG yields improved power density while eliminating the smoothing DC-link capacitors that would otherwise be required. The choice of WF to PM split ratio is discussed based on the turbine operational characteristics and depending on the maximum wind velocity variations expected among turbines in a typical wind farm. Magnetically, the WF section operates lightly saturated at full-load, while the PM section operates in the linear region to limit magnet material. This facilitates a reduced HG inductance hence improving output power capability. The machine copper losses are calculated at the rated stator and rotor current while the iron loss is calculated for tooth tip, tooth body and back-iron separately since they operate at different flux-densities. The iron losses are predicted via polynomial regression that is used to fit the loss curves provided by lamination manufacturer. The measured results are in good agreement with the simulation results giving confidence in the accuracy and feasibility of the proposed system.

Fig. 11. HG prototype characteristics at 3000 RPM. (a) Predicted and measured back-EMF at 3000 rpm. (b) Measured open-circuit DC-link voltage at various speed. (c) Stator tooth temperature rise at full-load for 1500 rpm and 3000 rpm. (d) Simulation results for different load with varying DC-link voltage at 3000 rpm. (e) Test results for 2kW and 3.2kW delivered power with varying DC-link voltage at 3000 rpm. (f) Measured characteristics with extended range of the WF excitation current at 3000 rpm.

Fig. 12. HG phase voltage and current, DC-link voltage and current at 3000 RPM for a delivered power of 2 kW and for an average DC-link voltage of 136.4 V. (a) Simulation results. (b) Test results.
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